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Dan Sanders first tale from the Tall Tales of Two Counties is now available 
to be enjoyed in print, digital, and audio format.

Dan Sanders

Sanders has been telling the Tales of Two 
Counties and spinning yarns for years. Now 
he’s publishing these thrilling, sometimes 
spooky, folksy, yet intricate stories starting 
with the Rebel Joe Series of books.

Dan has enjoyed a successful career in 
the technology industry specializing in the 
data sciences. He is also an avid space 
launch and exploration enthusiast.

Dan lives in Carmel, Indiana with his wife 
Becky and near his two grown children, 
Luke and Emily. He enjoys taking long 
walks along the West Fork and the old Mo-
non Railroad trail. And he especially enjoys 
talking with his readers.  

To find out more information about his 
book, please visit his website at: 

dansanderssays.com

https://dansanderssays.com


Two Counties has always been a bit peculiar. More 
unmarked graves are dug there than proper ones, 
they say. And families keep secrets too. I’d learn that 
the hard way.

Pop and I caught the early train to Mitchell, Indiana, 
that morning. I was excited to see my cousin Birdy 
and run around town all day. But after I had an 
encounter with a cutthroat on the train, and when I 
found out I had a brother named Ray, I figured things 
couldn’t get any more dangerous or strange.

Well I was wrong about that. Before I could blink, 
I was off on a journey with Birdy and Ray, into the 
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wilds of Two Counties, bound for Rebel Joe’s cave. I had no idea who Rebel Joe was or 
what was in his cave. I just hoped he wouldn’t be home when we got there.



EXCERPTED FROM CHAPTER TWO

 When the train’s whistle blew, it didn’t scare me this time. Instead, I caught my 
breath and stayed where I was for a moment as the trees flew by in a blackish-green blur. 
As I thought about how to get my feet on the next rung, I started reconsidering my desire 
to be a train walker. I figured if I could get out of this jam, I’d find a seat in a passenger car, 
and no one would ever need to know about this incident. 

 But then again, I could climb up, put my feet on the next rung, and see what the 
roof of the passenger car looked like. The bad kid inside me prodded the good young man 
to keep climbing. I hated the bad kid inside me sometimes because he often got me in 
trouble, but I decided to keep going anyway. Suddenly, the train lurched to the right and 
my feet slipped off the bottom rung. I held on with both hands as tight as I could, and 
when the train jerked back, my body slammed into the side of the car. In the process, I 
almost lost my grip with my left hand for just a second and almost fell beneath the train. 
Somehow, I managed to hang on and lock my left foot in between the ladder and the train. 
Then I kicked my other foot back onto the bottom rung. When I felt the car start to sway 
again, I locked both my feet around the bottom rung. So, even though the train tottered 
back and forth, I stayed still. 

 At that point, I decided I’d come too far not to see the roof of the train, so I said to 
myself, “You can do this, Russ.” Then I pulled myself up one rung at a time until I reached 
the top. It was actually easier than I thought it would be. Although the train rocked back 
and forth, I managed to keep my balance and finally made it to the roof.

Chapter
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Main and Supporting
Characters04

Main Characters (order of appearance):

Russ:  First person narrator, 10-year-old boy, smart kid, but attracts trouble

Pop:  Russ’s father, Railroad executive

Birdy:  Russ’s cousin and best friend, 11-year-old boy

Ray:   Russ’s brother he never met, 16-year-old boy

Rebel Joe: Relationship Unknown, a ghost or a really old man, it’s hard to tell… 

Ida Marker: Russ’s Grandmother, Midwife and Respected Healer in Two Counties

Supporting Characters (order of appearance):

Leonard:  Rail Porter

Peter:   Rail Porter

The Giant:  Rail Marshall

Army:   Boy on train, 11 years old approximately, country boy with freckles

Uncle Walt:  Russ’s Uncle, Birdy’s father, Pop’s older brother

Auntie Vinney: Russ’s Aunt, Birdy’s mother

Nathan:  Russ’s cousin, 14-year-old boy

Josie:   Russ’s cousin, 12-year-old boy

Millie:   Ida’s helper, Young Girl, 6 years old

Old man Thompson: Drug Store Owner 

Mrs. Thompson: Drug Store Owner

Conductor:  Train Conductor, all business, stern
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Can you tell me about the process that went into amassing all of the tales 
that you plan to publish in this series?01
Can you share details about the places that you traveled as you traced the 
steps of your characters?02
Was there anything from your childhood that you drew on when writing the 
this book or as you’re writing this series?03
Have your experiences being a father had an influence on your stories?04

Sample Interview 
Questions
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What about your family experiences? Did any of those factor into your 
stories?05
Can you tell me more about Two Countries and how you coined the term?06
What was your biggest challenge when it came to writing historical fiction?07
Was there anything that you learned when researching for this novel that 
surprised you?08
How long did it take to write this novel?09
Are you working on your next novel yet?10
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Target
Audience06

Those who enjoy thrilling coming-of-age tales, that are filled with family drama, folklore, 
and maybe even something paranormal, will find much to enjoy in this page-turning 

story that’s set in Prohibition-era Indiana. 

READERS OF HISTORICAL FICTION
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Downloadable
Cover Image07

Contact the author at author@dansanderssays.com to request a copy of their cover image for 
usage in articles and other various media coverage.
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Dan Sanders
Connect with
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 via email
author@dansanderssays.com

 or online at
Website - Twitter

Facebook - LinkedIn
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